
  Bingo Lingo Quiz   
Patterns of bingo-friendly letters (mnemonic: C-A-T-N-I-P    H-O-L-D-E-R-S)  

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

Ends with bingo-friendly letter pattern -ERA 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

Unscramble them from alphagrams and abridged definitions 

ABERRSU designating family of shrubs and trees [adj] 

AACDELR large crater [n -S] 

ACEHIMR imaginary monster [n -S] 

ACEHLOR acute disease [n -S] 

ADEIPRT dipteran (two-winged fly) [n] 

ADEORRS sundew (marsh plant) [n -S] 

ABEEGRR herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

AEGLMOR type of vascular tuft [n] 

AEGNNRU plant with large leaves [n -S] 

AAEEHRT concubine [n -S or -E] 

AEIIRRV coastal resort area [n -S] 

AAENRST priestess of santeria [n -S] 

AEEMPRT technique of painting [n -S] 

AEERSST small square used in mosaic work [n -E] 

AAERTTU large reptile (any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates) [n -S] 

ACEIRSV internal organ [n] 

AEMMORW device used to propel spears [n -S] 

AEMOORW device used to propel spears [n -S] 
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ANSWERS 

BURSERA ABERRSU designating family of shrubs and trees [adj] 

CALDERA AACDELR large crater [n -S] 

CHIMERA ACEHIMR imaginary monster [n -S] 

CHOLERA ACEHLOR acute disease [n -S] 

DIPTERA ADEIPRT DIPTERON, dipteran (two-winged fly) [n] 

DROSERA ADEORRS sundew (marsh plant) [n -S] 

GERBERA ABEEGRR herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

GLOMERA AEGLMOR GLOMUS, type of vascular tuft [n] 

GUNNERA AEGNNRU plant with large leaves [n -S] 

HETAERA AAEEHRT concubine [n -S, -E] 

RIVIERA AEIIRRV coastal resort area [n -S] 

SANTERA AAENRST priestess of santeria [n -S] 

TEMPERA AEEMPRT technique of painting [n -S] 

TESSERA AEERSST small square used in mosaic work [n -E] 

TUATERA AAERTTU tuatara (large reptile (any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates)) [n -S] 

VISCERA ACEIRSV VISCUS, internal organ [n] 

WOMMERA AEMMORW womera (device used to propel spears) [n -S] 

WOOMERA AEMOORW womera (device used to propel spears) [n -S] 
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